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2020
90,000,000,000,000
2.500,000,000,000
6,000,000,000

2025
104,000,000,000,000
2,900,000,000,000
18,000,000,000

State of the Cyber Insurance Market

Global GDP at current prices from
2014 to 2025

State of the Cyber Insurance Market

Top producers:

2020
Global GDP USD 90tn

Non Life Insurance Penetration Rate 2.8%
Non Life Insurance Premium 2.5tn

CYBER USD 6bn
(Share < 0.25%)

2025
Global GDP 104tn (using Growth rate 3% pa)
Assuming similar Non Life Insurance
Penetration Rate 2.8%
Non Life Insurance Premium 2.9tn

Speed of growth 2 X faster

State of the Cyber Insurance Market

CYBER USD 18bn
(Share 0.65%)

It remains an underdeveloped
(agreed?) market

State of the
Cyber Insurance
M arket

The insurance industry will need to look towards partnerships in order to gain
detailed knowledge of both the risks their policies must cover and the responses they
must undertake should their customers fall victim to a cyber attack

Cyber
risks are
wide-ranging

Threat Actors:

Motives:

Assets Targeted:

Cyber Insurance Coverages:

State of the Cyber Insurance Market

Trends are classified into
Technology

Macroeconomic

Regulatory

State of the Cyber Insurance Market

Drivers of Increasing Risk
Strong increase in attacks on all kinds of targets
across all industry sectors
Increase in Business Interruption costs after
breaches
Stronger regulation and data protection
requirements globally

Compulsory notification as part of Data Privacy Law
“Other cyber damages” not covered by traditional
insurance policies
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Cyber Threats Timeline

1

The cost of global cyber losses is predicted to reach $6 trillion annually by
2021 and cybersecurity spending will exceed $1 trillion from 2017 to 2021

2

Cybersecurity threats continue to materialise and evolve with attackers increasingly finding
new, sophisticated ways to exploit their victims

3

Cybersecurity and insurance is becoming increasingly in demand as businesses become more aware of
potential threats to their operations

State of the Cyber Insurance Market

Cyber Threats Timeline
2010s – Cyber
attacks

2017 – NotPetya &
WannaCry Attack

2018 – GDPR

2019 – Ransomware
attacks

2010

2020

2010s – Insurer
offering

2017s – Cybersecurity

2019 – Large scale
fines
2019 – SME market
as a target customer
base

The insured losses from NotPetya are estimated at
USD 3bn, with ~90% arising from affirmative cover under traditional lines (namely Property).
PCS Global Cyber Industry Loss Index estimate as at September 2018

High Profile Cyber Losses

High Profile Cyber Losses
Latest Market losses monitored by PCS (at least 20m affirmative cover)
Event

British Airways

Status

Dates

Comments

PCS Event - Active

June 1, 2018

£183.39mn fine under appeal, class action
$70-80mn full-year ’19; $3.6mn recognized
in Q3 and a further $20.4mn recognized in
Q4

Norsk Hydro

PCS Event - Active

March 26, 2019

Marriott International Inc

PCS Event - Active

November 30, 2018

CyrusOne

Potential

December 3, 2019

Desjardins Group

Potential

June 14, 2019

Eurofins Scientific

Potential

June 1, 2019

Eventbrite

Potential

May 31, 2018

ransomware encrypting devices - 6
servers
4.2mn members affected; reputation risk
Ransomware – maybe Ryuk, 2 weeks plus
outage for some customers, material
impact
TicketFly – 27mn users, claim partial paid

LabCorp

Potential

June 4, 2019

Aug 2018 to Mar 2019, 7.7mn customers

Microsoft

Potential

December 5-31, 2019

Travelex

Potential

December 31, 2019

Wipro

Potential

April 9, 2019

Wolters Kluwer

Potential

May 3, 2019

Source: PCS (material for ASTIN workshop 31/01/2020)

327mn breached, £99.2mn ICO fine

250mn records exposed; 14 year span
2000 servers affected, ICO notification &
fine
IT outsourcing comp used as launching
pad
Accounting company, WW impact

High Profile Cyber Losses
Largest Affirmative Standalone Market losses

Source: The Insurer

State of the (Re)insurance Market
Trends
•

Increased use of reinsurance markets by insurers to address
– mounting aggregation risk as more devices become part of the
IoTs ecosystem
– increasing direct cyber insurance sales
– growing concerns about escalating attritional losses
– fear of a systemic or catastrophic loss despite profitable
experience
– clarifying coverages under non-cyber traditional policies and
pushing more exposure to the cyber market*
– the emergence of more sophisticated quantification methods
that help to build risk tolerance, develop views of risk and
inform reinsurance structures;
– an increased awareness of catastrophe loading uncertainties
and systemic risks
➔through a combination of quota share and Agg SL – more dedicated
cyber (re)insurance policies trend

* Since Lloyds have asked all syndicates to clarify what is covered for first party this year and for reinsurance and
casualty next year, there are potential take ups for single risks cover designed for write back such as for CL380
exclusion clause

State of the (Re)insurance M arket
2020 TD Renewal Observations
•
•

•

•

•

More global insurers placing group covers
Increasing cessions to capped markets as well as
reducing AAL for the existing capped
– some even with reducing over-riders
Increasing cyber exposure to composite casualty
programmes
– Cyber proportion used to be incidental to now a
sizeable proportion from 20% - 30% of the program
– first party commonly included
– some added cyber first time this year
Increasing demands opening up to more markets from
what used to be white labelling exclusivity
There was still not very much mentioned about “model
change”

➔estimated 40% of
premium ceded
Premium Ceded % split by
Type of Treaty*

➔ Signs of (re)insurance capacity crunch
Bundled
* Feedback from major brokers in the London Market

Pro rata

XL

State of the (Re)insurance Market
Reinsurance Capacity Challenges
•

Capacities from the reinsurance markets are not growing
on par with the primary markets which have attributed to
the strengthening in the reinsurance terms & conditions
(growth rate of 10% - 15% vs 25% - 30% of the primary).

•

Main challenges:
– Data/quality exposure information
➢ transparency
➢ accessibility

– Cyber risk modelling credibility
➢ dynamic risk driver of aggregations
➢ complex and anthropogenic
➔ limiting ability to price and hence long term growth

* Feedback from major brokers in the London Market

State of the (Re)insurance M arket
The need of Retro and ILS
•

Significant demand for cyber capacity across all value
chain

•

Key markets looking to purchase retrocession in order to
manage net position and in turn to spur the capacity
growth needed to support the rapid growth of the cyber
insurance market

•

Supporting the development needed for the cyber market
– Continuing interest in exploring first cyber ILW and
ILS solutions*
– Vendor reliance - need increasing depth of
understanding of cyber risk

* First Cyber Parametric Trigger through AkinovA

Knock-on Effects due to Covid-19
Covid-19 Impacts
•

Recent industry press reports that ‘bad actors’ were
taking advantage of the Covid-19 pandemic and that
ransomware attacks had increased.

•

Impact on income:
– Reduced limits due to sectors affected including
hospitality, travel, retail and healthcare
– Delays in launching new delegated platforms
– Submission rate is still high however

•

There was a growing trend, among cyber underwriters, to
ask more detailed questions in respect of cyber security
and businesses continuity plans, due to the increased
number of employees working from home.

 Cedants reported that no associated increase in
losses had been seen (hence LR).
 It was however postulated that weaknesses in firms’
cyber security, due to their Covid-19 contingency
plans, were likely to go undetected for some time
while the ‘bad actor’ waited for recovering
businesses to resume trading and lockdown
measures to be eased in order to maximise their
ransomware attack return.

 Where answers are acceptable no additional action,
else
− Sublimiting extortion/BI cover
− Moving away from the ‘working’ or ‘first loss’ layer
if excess

Too early for ILS instruments?
Modelling & accumulation challenges
Cyber risks are hard to categorise
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Can be highly systemic
Can be very pinpointed
Global / very local
Given a cyber catastrophe scenario, hard to predict who
will be exposed and who won’t
Claims tend to be under-reported due to their potentially
sensitive nature
Big gap between financial loss information and insured
losses
Cyber attack nomenclature is a constantly moving target
as the landscape evolves yearly

Global
5
4
Transparency of claims

3

Local

2
1
0

Financial Losses !=
Insured losses

Sytemic

Single target

Too early for ILS instruments?
Parametric covers
•

General parametric covers seem challenging with current
modelling capabilities

•

But if only specific coverage is needed (e.g. business
blackout scenario), it can be adapted to a specific
restricted index

•

Could be number of hours or days of electricity failure, or
something more domain specific

•

Would require reliable 3rd party index provider

Too early for ILS instruments?
Alignment of interest is fundamental when the unknown is
significant
Loss
Participation

Funds
Withheld

Variable
Commission

Parametric
subsection

Profit
Commission

Variable
Attachment
Point

Variable
Cession

Multi-Year
Sublimits

Loss Ratio
Cap

Cancel
&
Rewrite

Structured covers could help bridge the gap between (re)insurance industry offering and insureds’ cyber cover
requirements

Too early for ILS instruments?
Requirements for ILS Instruments
Investors
(De)Correlation

Sponsors
Minimal basis risk

Clear & well-defined coverage

Accurate risk modelling
Reporting agency
Liquidity

Competitive pricing

Profitability and Yield to Investors

Low expenses

Collateral handling
Low expenses

Structured covers could help bridge the gap between (re)insurance industry offering and insureds’ cyber cover
requirements

Cyber Developments
Industry Loss Warranty
•

Per Occurrence or Aggregate ILW

•

Trigger can be based on suitable index. Would require reliable 3rd party index
provider.

•

An exposure assessment analysis would need to be done at insurance
industry level, across affirmative and silent cyber aspects.

SAS Emerging Risk Workstream on Cyber
•

Cyber risk awareness as ongoing work

•

Develop as the link between research work, industry and regulator

•

Benchmarking and market-level studies
– On cyber pricing, reserving and accumulation modelling

Concluding Thoughts
Why is this important?
 Cyber is becoming a ‘Peak Peril’ – driver of volatility and capital requirements
 Cyber ILS will need to be developed to provide protection gap for a significant loss that will
strain traditional reinsurance backing
 Affirmation Process – capacity can grow in line with demand as Silent Cyber cover is
excluded and moves into affirmative market

How can we enable the growth of the Cyber Insurance Market?
 Use of ILS regimes across multiple markets such as UK, Bermuda and Guernsey
(Regulators)
 Use of maturing multiple vendor modelling companies in the space (Key Enablers)
 The Appetite from the chain – Direct Insureds, Insurers, Reinsurers and Investors (Important
Stakeholders)
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